Software Development for Forest Growth Models and Management: CORKFITS Web-Based Growth Simulator
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Abstract: New methods of forest management and the study of their impact on sustainability are strongly dependent on realistic mathematical modelling. The complexity of the models however, makes the use of computational power, and thus the incorporation of knowledge from computer science and research, indispensable. In this paper we wish to demonstrate the development of a simulator for the growth and production of cork oak woodlands – montados. The software is divided into three sub-modules, sharing a common core, with functions and mathematical operations. The desktop client allows for repeated operations for more intense calculations, and statistical operations for modelling purposes. The web version is intended to be used by final users in forest practice. It permits simulation of inventory data based on individual tree measurements, and inventory data based on plot description with a reduced amount of detail (number of trees per ha, diameter structure, etc.) The last module allows the incorporation of the cork model into other software by means of SOAP protocol, via web services. It conforms to the WS-I Basic Profile 1.1, to ensure interoperability among the largest number of clients. This module allows other developers to use the cork oak growth-model in their software, and the developers from other areas of expertise (management optimisation, decision support...) have the opportunity to test their techniques on real stands, with the most recently-updated model versions.
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1. Introduction

The management of forest stands has for a long time been considered adequately handled, by simulation techniques only (Mitchell, 1975). The simulation models used for estimation of growth and production can be divided into several levels: from cell level through organs, individual trees, and up to the stand or landscape level (Pretzsch, 2009). Every level of models however, usually attempts to take into account so many input parameters, and produce so many outputs, that using the model without computer support is nearly impossible.

The need for computers has been recognised for a long time. Modern software tools began to be introduced into forestry management, mostly in the United States, but in the last decade, also in Europe (Pretzsch et al., 2002a). Wykoff et al. (1982) describe the model PROGNOSIS; its structure and behaviour, options, input requirements, interpretation of output and applications for planning. Wensel and Koehler (1985) describe software CACTOS, a simulator based on an individual tree growth-model for Northern Californian coniferous forests. The software uses the individual tree distance-independent model and is supposed to handle the forest inventory data without the need to measure tree coordinates. It was noted in this paper that the publication of the software helps to evaluate model accuracy by using independent data sets, which clarifies the necessity of making the software accessible to public usage on the one hand, but on the other, also points out the necessity for systematic updates of the software with regard to the model. Jaegger and de Reffye (1992) proposed simulation software (AMAP) for architectural (functional – structural) models of trees. The simulation of growth is divided into two steps: 1 - topological part where bud activity was simulated and 2 - geometric part where the spatial characteristic of this activity was defined.

Recently, a significant increase in individual tree models was noted,

Pretzsch et al. (2002b) described several rules for the development of software for forest-growth simulation. Four principal questions should be addressed when developing software.

1 – Ease of use of the software. The conventional GUI (Graphic User Interface) is these days a common standard for software interface. Text command interface also exists (R – statistical software) due to the very low resource requirements, but is generally considered more suitable for specialists than for the general public. Usually the command line software is vulnerable to typos (typing errors during typing the commands), while GUI eliminates this danger. On the other hand, many modern applications are accessible through graphical web interface, which leads to the second question from the article.

2 – Flexibility of use. Flexibility is explained by the authors as the use of programming language that is platform-neutral. It is important to distinguish between the programming language and the programme (software) itself. In fact, most of the programming languages are themselves platform-independent, but when the software starts to use GUI, it calls up routines from the operating system and in this way it becomes platform-dependent (whatever this platform may be: operating system, virtual machine (runtime environment)). Therefore it would be more accurate to refer to flexibility as to software which is largely platform-neutral. This requirement is once again relatively easily fulfilled (as already mentioned in question 1), by web application. The GUI of internet web page allows maintaining the interface as ‘easy to
use’ and typo-resistant, while keeping it fully platform-independent. Compared with the use of virtual machines (or runtime environments - like JAVA, .NET), web application doesn’t even require the installation of this machine on the computer. The only requirement is a web browser, which is a common component of most of the operating systems.

The third question to be addressed by development of the software, according to Pretzsch et al. (2002b) is: 3 - The possibility to integrate the growth simulation into information flow in forestry practices. This can be fulfilled by the correct interfaces for user-input data and defined data formats for outputs. The authors define two possible uses in forest practices: interactive use for professional training and scenario calculations, and batch-mode via external files control for large-scale scenario calculations. In the latter part it is also important to notice that batch-style processing permits optimisation of management and the search for optimal management techniques. In the case of web applications, these can be accessed via the web service protocol (http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicProfile-1.1.html). This means that the core application is stored on the server, from where it can be accessed, or by users via the internet page, or by other software via the web service. The commands files are supposed to define the processing steps and data sets can also be sent this way. This approach allows not only accessing of the models by other software to communicate the results, but also opens up new possibilities for optimisation purposes by other developers.

The last recommendation for software development from Pretzsch et al. (2002b) is: 4 - The documentation which is regularly updated in the help files in desktop and also in the web version.
2. **Mathematical model**

The CORKFITS software is based on the distance-dependent individual tree growth-model (Ribeiro et al., 2006). The potential growth in diameter and height is calculated based on the stand quality (soil). The potential production is derived from stem circumference and debark height, defined by the user, or derived from legislation (3x the circumference at 1.3 metre height). The potential production is later decreased by competition status derived from the competition index proposed by Hegyi (Hegyi, 1974).

3. **Software architecture**

The structure of the software and its architectural composition is displayed in Figure 1. The main functions are stored in core libraries which are later linked, as needed, to the individual applications. Other applications link to the core libraries and use those links which are needed for the particular module.

![Figure 1. Structure and architectural composition of CORKFITS software](image_url)
3.1 Corkfits core

This basic module contains all shared and common functionalities of the simulator and consists of three parts: A - object model and database access, B - algorithms, C - visualisation. Module A contains functionalities for database access, configuration of communication and utilities, objects for individual trees and stand, and objects for database responses. Module B – algorithms, contains calculation procedures, the individual tree model functions, competition functions and all the mathematical functions necessary for the simulations of individual tree growth. It also contains the stand-summary functions; especially the average function for cork thickness, stem structure (amount in individual thickness classes), the quality index of cork, etc.

Module C – visualisation, handles some additional functionality connected to visualisation of the results. In the cork oak woodlands one of the important management objectives is the crown cover (Ribeiro et al., 2004). Too-high crown cover results in a limited amount of light in the understorey and so inhibits the pasture production. Too-low crown cover increases the risk of erosion. The crown cover itself is not produced as an output from individual tree growth-models and it is difficult to calculate the crown overlaps when using the ellipsoids, as is the case in the model used in CORKFITS. The procedure for calculating the crown cover is conducted using bitmap functionalities, where at first all the crowns are drawn in horizontal projection with green pixels. Then the green pixels are counted and compared with the total stand-area. Subsequently the two-dimensional crown map is plotted using only line graphics, as shown in Figure 3 (right part).

3.2 Windows desktop client

The flow chart from desktop client is shown in Figure 2. The user, in the beginning, defines the stand with which he is going to work.
This stand can be measured together with horizontal structure and all necessary variables. If data are missing (or only the simplified inventory method was used), before continuing it is then necessary to generate the missing parameters (called generator functionality from Core).

Figure 2. Flow chart from CORKFITS – desktop client

After the introduction of input data the management of the stand has to be defined. This includes settings for bush removal (disking/cutting), pasture (cattle/sheep/none) and economics of debarking (productivity of work, payments, regeneration costs and worker payments). All of these variables are stored and later used when calculating stand economy (costs and profits). After these settings, the user is asked to define simulation interval and simulation is started. In the first year the trees are debarked. Then the increment in height and diameter is calculated, and subsequently, crown expansion and mortality. The simulation con-
continues until the final year is reached.

![Screenshot from CORKFITS - desktop client](image)

Figure 3. Screenshot from CORKFITS - desktop client

### 3.3 Web application

The flow chart of web application architecture is shown in Figure 4. The difference between desktop application and web application is that there cannot be any ‘window’ use, only web forms, and the variables must be transferred from one form to another, either by HTTP messaging, or by storing them in the database. The forms are displayed to the user sequentially. In the first one the user is asked to introduce data for the plot and the missing variables are generated. Next, management settings are processed and finally the simulation settings (with equal information as in desktop client). At the end the settings are in the database and the user receives a code (ticket) with which the particular simulation can be extracted from the database at a later stage. The screenshot from web application can be seen in Figure 5.
Figure 4. Flow chart from CORKFITS – web application

Figure 5. Screenshot from initial form of CORKFITS–web application
3.4 Web service server and client

The flow chart of web service application is displayed in Figure 6. The simulation is started in the same way as in the case of web application, by introduction of initial data. The difference is that there is no Graphical User Interface, so every command must be sent by the client software.

![Flow chart from CORKFITS– web service](image)

The simulation results are stored in a database and can be later retrieved as in the case of web application, using ID of the simulation, but for optimisation purposes there is an option to wait for the result, in order to be able to set new management settings only, based on the present result. Figure 7 shows an example of a client capable of connecting to this service. This client was written in .NET but any programming environment and language (running on any OS) can be used to connect to the web service.

The only requirement for the programming environment is that it supports the WSDL (http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl). The list of commands necessary for communication is imported when the request is
4. Discussion and future work

In this article we present the software for simulation of the cork oak woodlands. The software is based on .NET technology, allowing several functionalities to be joined in central assemblies and later incorporated into different levels and applications. There are, at the moment, three main applications which have been developed: desktop application, web application and web service.

The desktop application is intended to be used mostly by model developers and professionals with higher levels of knowledge of the problems of tree models and production estimation. The main advantages of this solution are: speed, richness of the options for data input and
interactivity (the possibility to return certain numbers of years, change management options and run alternative simulation). The disadvantages are: the desktop version (if used by more users) has to be regularly updated because of the updates in software and database structure and the necessity to have local installation of run-time environment (.NET) and database servers.

The web application is mostly focused on forest practitioners and researchers to assess the evolution and production of cork oak woodlands in order to visualise the development of their stands or test management scenarios and visualise the impact of management decisions. The principal advantage of this solution is that the application logic is stored centrally in a server, and any update to the software logic or database structure is immediately available to all the users. Another very important advantage is that in this way (as suggested in Pretzsch et al., 2002b) the application itself is completely platform-independent and it can be run on any computer system, or accessed by PDA and other devices capable of HTTP communication, without any additional component-installation. The disadvantage is that the communication has to be optimised for low data-flow, and minimisation of graphic outputs is required to improve the speed of form loading.

The web service is designed for advanced computer users who want to incorporate the cork model into their existing software, or for users who want to use the model for optimisation purposes. During optimisation the model has to be recalled many times, so that every time the driving variable is changed, outputs are evaluated or saved. Well-designed web service technology allows the service to receive sequential command files, process them and return the result in a set of results, or individually, in real time. The communication doesn’t usually require any graphic exchange, so it is relatively light in data transfer. The main advantage of this solution is that the developer of the opti-
mising algorithm can, at any time, access the most recent version of
the software whenever something changes in it. The optimisation can
be run without the need to reinstall the components, and the same
is valid for the data which are stored in the main server and can be
accessed at any time when new changes are made. A second impor-
tant advantage is that this way the software is available to the software
developers in any possible environment for programming, and in any
programming language capable of working with WSDL (Web Services
Description Language). The disadvantage is that the communication
is dependent on existing internet connection and despite the fact that
it can be restarted at any time, when the connection goes down, in
long-term calculations, the instability in internet connection may cause
some additional delays.

In future, however, with the ever-increasing quality and technological
levels of computer research and technology, we believe that the internet
approach for application development will become attractive, not only
for developers and specialists, but also for the broader public.
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